
— A combination of modern and traditional elegance
A brand new boutique hotel in Venice, entirely renovated.

Hotel — Discover the “other” Venice, its secret 
gardens and hidden courts; live like a Venetian, 
experience the magic of a romantic journey through 
local flavors and melodies. The Papadopoli hotel 
has been completely renovated: each single detail 
has been curated by the best textile, glass and wood 
artisans of Venice, to create a 18th century atmosphere 
reinterpreted with modern elegance. Relish the calm 
and refined atmosphere throughout your stay. 

Exclusive services  — We deliver high-level 
services to make sure you’ll experience unforgettable 
moments in a warm, comfortable environment:

RESTAURANTS AND BARS
•  The restaurant is located in the enchanting Winter 

Garden designed by Tuscan architect Pietro Porcinai. 
The delicatessens served in this unique location 
provide a delightful experience to satisfy your senses. 

•  The Terrace Lounge Bar & Kitchen is the perfect place 
to enjoy the tea ritual, drink delicious cocktails or 
taste the lagoon’s delicate flavors, lost in a cozy 
atmosphere overlooking the enchanting canals.

CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOMS 
The hotel is provided with a Board Meeting room with 
capacity up to 25 participants. The room Tolentini, 
36 square meters, features the most advanced 
technology equipment available today, such as a 
laser projector, motorized retractable screen and a 
tablet to control the meeting room remotely.



Booking — + 39 041 71 60 77 - h1313-re@accor.com
sofitel.com

1. 96 rooms and suites, finest interior design, full comfort — 2. The Terrace Lounge Bar & Kitchen serves 
cocktails, bubbles and cicchetti, Venice traditional drinks — 3. Interiors: a tribute to the Venetian theater and 
Carnival  — 4. The Winter Garden restaurant, enchanting location facing the park

Rooms  —
96 rooms and suites reinterpreting the 18th century 
elegance and splendor, overlooking the outstanding 
Canal dei Tolentini or the Papadopoli Park. Every 
room features the finest interior design and extra 
comforts: air conditioning, WiFi, USB sockets, 
international power sockets, safety box, 48” LCD TV 
featuring a wide selection of Sky TV and international 
channels, 24/7 room service.

• FREE HIGH-SPEED WIFI  
• LAUNDRY SERVICE 
• CAR PARK ON DEMAND  
   (PIAZZALE ROMA)  
• CAR HIRE WITH DRIVER 
• 24/7 ROOM SERVICE  
• NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL   

   NEWSPAPERS FREE DOWNLOAD ON TABLETS            
   AND SMARTPHONES 
• PRIVATE GONDOLA AND BOAT TRIPS 
• GOLDEN KEYS CONCIERGE SERVICE

Location —
Exclusive location. The Papadopoli Venezia hotel 
is located in the Papadopoli gardens facing Canal 
dei Tolentini: nearby the Grand Canal and the 
Constitution Bridge, the masterpiece created by 
worldwide known architect Calatrava, connecting 
the hotel to the square Piazzale Roma and Santa 
Lucia rail station. At a walking distance, taxi and bus 
stations and most important, ferries and gondolas. 
The city airport is located 17km away (20 minutes by 
car) from the hotel. 
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